Recent imager and radar observations in the nightside polar cap have shown evidence that polar cap patches are associated with localized flow channels. To understand how flow channels propagate from the dayside auroral oval into the polar cap, we use an all-sky imager in Antarctica and DMSP (F13, F15, F16, F17 and F18) to determine properties of density and flows associated with dayside polar cap patches. We identified 50 conjunction events during the southern winter seasons of 2007-2011. In a majority (45) of events, longitudinally narrow flow enhancements directed anti-sunward are found to be collocated with the patches, have velocities (up to a few km/s) substantially larger than the large-scale background flows (~500 m/s) and have widths comparable to patch widths (~400 km). While the patches start with poleward moving auroral forms (PMAFs) as expected, many PMAFs propagate azimuthally away from the noon over a few hours of MLT, resulting in formation of polar cap patches quite far away from the noon, as early as ~6 MLT. The MLT separation from the noon is found to be proportional to the IMF |By|. Fast polar cap flows of >~1500 m/s are predominantly seen during large IMF |By| and small |Bz|. The presence of fast, anti-sunward flow channels associated with the polar cap patches suggests that the flow channels form in the dayside auroral oval through transient reconnection and can be the source of flow channels propagating into the polar cap.
Introduction
Although the polar cap is optically much darker than the auroral oval in general, sensitive all-sky imaging in 630.0 nm wavelength shows polar cap patches, which are airglow emissions that result from recombination between electrons and molecular oxygen ions that have higher density than in surrounding regions (e.g., Weber and Buchau 1981) . The patches of high-density plasma are ~100 to 1000 km in size, and the islands of plasma originate from solar-EUV-produced ionospheric plasma that enters the polar cap through the cusp dayside auroral region (Knudsen 1974; Foster 1984; Carlson 2012) . Their slow (~hours) F region recombination allows their motion to be tracked over long distances, and their trajectories over the polar cap have been believed to follow large-scale two-cell convection during southward interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) (Hosokawa et al. 2010; Oksavik et al. 2010; Carlson 2012) . Patches become particularly large during geomagnetic storms (called tongue of ionization) and form a channel of enhanced density from the dayside and nightside auroral oval across the polar cap (Foster et al. 2005) . The IMF By also controls dawn-dusk motion of patches (Moen et al. 2008a; Hosokawa et al. 2009 ). Convection within the polar cap is often assumed to consist of relatively uniform anti-sunward flow with a typical speed of several hundreds of m/s (e.g., MacDougall and Jayachandran 2001) .
In contrast, around the dayside cusp region, plasma flow observations have shown dynamic mesoscale (of the order of 100 km) structures that may be involved in the creation of localized patch structures (Pinnock et al. 1993; Oksavik et al. 2004 Oksavik et al. , 2005 Carlson et al. 2006; Rinne et al. 2007; Moen et al. 2008b; Zhang et al. 2013a) . Recently, Goodwin et al. (2015) used SWARM data to document the intake of solar-EUV plasma through fast flow channels. Those fast flows are also associated with poleward moving auroral forms (PMAFs), which are considered to be an ionospheric signature of localized dayside magnetic reconnection and flux transfer events (FTEs) (Moen et al. 1995; Provan et al. 1998 McWilliams et al. 2000; Milan et al. 2000; Sandholt and Farrugia 2003; Lockwood et al. 2005; Carlson et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2011 Zhang et al. , 2013b . PMAFs initiate near the poleward boundary of the dayside auroral oval and then propagate poleward before fading away (Lorentzen et al. 2010) . The mean lifetime of PMAFs is ~10 min, anti-sunward velocity is ~1 km/s, and latitudinal motion is ~5° (Drury et al. 2003 and references therein).
Decaying PMAFs have been found to be associated with high-density plasma that continues propagating into the polar cap as airglow patches (Carlson et al. , 2006 Lorentzen et al. 2010 ). This connection suggests that mesoscale fast flows around the cusp may extend into the polar cap in association with patches and that they may extend deep into the polar cap. However, since observations of PMAFs and dayside patches are often limited to the dayside cusp region, these possibilities have rarely been examined.
Some polar cap patches have been shown to propagate deep into the polar cap and reach the nightside polar cap , and they can even exit the polar cap through magnetic reconnection and enter the nightside auroral oval (Zhang et al. 2013b ). Moen et al. (2015) also addressed the IMF By effects of intake and exit of polar cap patches. Polar cap patches are also observed in the nightside polar cap, and they have been seen to propagate to the nightside auroral oval and connect to auroral poleward boundary intensifications (PBIs) and streamers (Lorentzen et al. 2004; Moen et al. 2007; Nishimura et al. 2013) . Although those studies did not investigate whether the patches in the nightside polar cap are associated with mesoscale flows, recent radar observations have shown the existence of mesoscale fast flows deep within the nightside polar cap. Those fast flows propagate toward the nightside auroral oval and influence nightside auroral intensifications (Nishimura et al. 2010; Lyons et al. 2011; Zou et al. 2014) . The similarities between mesoscale flow channels in the dayside cusp and within the nightside polar cap, as well as the patch propagation from the dayside to nightside polar cap, suggest that mesoscale fast flows in the dayside oval propagate deep into the polar cap (Wilder et al. 2012 and references therein) . In fact, a recent case study using airglow patch and radar flow observations by Nishimura et al. (2014) showed a nearly continuous sequence from a dayside PMAF to nightside PBIs, across the polar cap, associated with mesoscale fast flows.
Patches have also been found in association with rapid flow channels, which are typically ~2 km/s, at the beginning of their formation on the dayside (Carlson 2012) . Zhang et al. (2013a, b) also suggested that flow bursts lead to the formation of patches. However, flow observations associated with polar cap patch propagation are limited in the dayside polar cap, so that there has not been a systematic study of whether or not dayside polar cap patches are associated with these mesoscale flow channels propagating deep into the polar cap after patch formation. To investigate the relation between airglow patches and mesoscale flows inside the polar cap, we use coordinated observations by one of the Automatic Geophysical Observatories (AGO) all-sky imagers (ASIs) in Antarctica, and the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) satellites. While airglow patch emissions primarily occur below 300 km altitude, density enhancements associated with airglow patches have been known to extend to much higher altitudes along magnetic field lines. For example, Carlson et al. (2006) used imaging and EISCAT and showed that density enhancements associated with patches extend to 600 km altitude or higher. Hosokawa et al. (2009) used DMSP and imager data, as we do in this study, and showed that density enhancements at DMSP altitude correspond to airglow patches.
ASI observations can trace 2-D motions of airglow patches over long distances. Although dayside imaging in the dayside polar cap is very limited by sunlight and clouds, the AGO imagers have multi-years of records in low cloudiness (~10 %). While radar backscatter echo regions are generally not sufficiently large to investigate flow structures around polar cap patches (including the events studied here), low-altitude satellite observations can provide both density and velocity over a wider region along their trajectories, and their conjunctions with imagers occur routinely, allowing us to perform a statistical study of airglow patches and related flow structures in the dayside polar cap. We note that, although low-altitude satellite observations have been used to study PMAFs (e.g., Lockwood et al. 2001; Sandholt et al. 2004) , studies using conjunctions with dayside polar cap patches (Hosokawa et al. 2010) have been rare.
Using these coordinated observations, we systematically examine whether dayside polar cap patches are associated with localized polar cap flow enhancements or are immersed in large-scale convection. Furthermore, we also investigate dependencies of density and flow structures on their MLT location and on the IMF.
Data set and event selection
The imager data we utilize to identify patches are provided by one of the monochromatic ASIs of the AGO network in Antarctica (Mende et al. 1999) . The AGO ASIs acquire images in two different wavelengths (630.0 and 427.8 nm). Among the AGO stations, we use the AP1 (83.86°S, 129.61°E in geographic; 80.14°S, 16.87°E in magnetic) station, which has the longest record and stays in the polar cap for almost all times on the dayside. This ASI records imager data every minute with two different exposure times. We used the long-exposure mode (8 s) for maximizing the chance of detecting faint airglow patches. Data at 630.0 nm wavelength are mapped to 230 km altitude and are used to observe both auroral and airglow emissions. Since emissions at 427.8 nm are only sensitive to energetic electron precipitation, these two wavelengths can be used to distinguish auroral and airglow emissions. Images are digitized and scaled between 0 and 255 in arbitrary intensity units. Poleward boundaries of the auroral oval are deduced from the 427.8 nm and are checked using the electron precipitation data from the DMSP conjunctions.
We assumed that the altitude of images observed by red (630.0 nm) emissions is 230 km since the most significant red emissions occur at this altitude. Similarly, we map blue (427.8 nm) emission snapshots to 110 km. These are typical mapping altitudes at these wavelengths (Gulledge et al. 1968; Axelsson et al. 2014; Sakai et al. 2014) . However, there are some errors associated with this mapping. To estimate the errors, we use intensity profiles for airglow red emission presented by Sakai et al. (2014) , which showed that the airglow emission of polar cap patches is peaked at ~280 km altitude during disturbed time. The errors from the 230 km altitude mapping can be estimated as:
where W 230 and W 280 denote the horizontal lengths at different altitudes.
Thus, the uncertainty of W 230 is about 20 %. This is not negligibly small but indicates that W 230 gives a reasonable estimate of a horizontal length. For most of the airglow patches in this study (~300 km width), the uncertainties are approximately a few tens of kilometers.
We also use available DMSP satellites (F13, F15, F16, F17 and F18) measurements of plasma density, flow and particle precipitation using the ion scintillation monitor (SSIES) and precipitating electron and ion spectrometer (SSJ/4). DMSP satellites have 101-min, sun-synchronous near-polar orbits at an altitude of 830 km above the surface of the Earth. Compared to radars, whose echo coverage is generally sparse, low-altitude satellite observations can provide density, velocity and precipitation across
the polar cap along their track. The precipitating particle data are used to validate the optical auroral poleward boundary location along the satellite tracks. The DMSP satellites enter the field of view (FOV) of AP1 several times per day, providing a high chance of conjunctions with airglow patches. It is noted that, because of the trajectories of satellites, most conjunctions with the imager occurred ~11:00 to 18:00 UT, which corresponds to the dawn to post-noon regions (~07:00 to 14:00 MLT).
We have surveyed the southern winter months (from April to September) during 2007-2011. We focused on dark and clear sky conditions and large patches that lasted for at least 10 min inside the FOV of ASI images during ~1030 to 2130 UT (~0600 to 1800 MLT) when the ASI FOV covers a broad area over the dayside polar cap. Airglow patches were identified in 630.0 nm as >~15 intensity units above background (surrounding intensity) with no substantial 427.8-nm emissions. From a comparison to DMSP density data, this intensity threshold corresponds roughly to a factor of 2 increase in density at the DMSP altitude. To identify polar cap flow structures around airglow patches, we required that the satellites fly over the patches identified in the ASI data within ±6 h MLT from magnetic noon. Since we only use the crosstrack velocity component, we required the angle between the track of the airglow patch and the track of the corresponding DMSP satellite to be between 40° and 130° for measuring the dominant velocity component. Based on these criteria, we obtained 50 cases for analysis during the southern winter seasons of 2007-2011, the conjunctions being primarily in the pre-noon sector due to the MLT of the satellite orbit. The list of events is given in Additional file 1.
Case study
By searching all cases from 2007 to 2011 based on AGO ASI images and DMSP satellites, we found that most airglow patches are associated with mesoscale (few hundred km width) fast anti-sunward flows. We first present two cases showing a dynamic dayside polar cap with airglow patches and corresponding flow structures in the prenoon and near dawn sectors. For comparison, an event during a quiet time without polar cap patches is also shown as a third case.
First case study: June 10, 2008
The first two rows of Fig. 1 present a case on June 10, 2008. The auroral oval lies at ~−75° to 80° magnetic latitude (MLAT). While the 630.0-nm-wavelength emission detects both aurora and airglow patches, the poleward boundary of the auroral oval can be identified as the poleward-most 427.8-nm emission as visually traced by magenta lines in the 427.8-nm snapshots (the left half of the 427.8-nm images are contaminated by artificial light). Those lines are also drawn in the 630.0-nm snapshots at the corresponding times. While much of the 630.0-nm emission is equatorward of the magenta lines, meaning auroral emission, the top right portion of the 630.0-nm emission within the 427.8-nm image FOV can be seen to extend 3°-4° poleward, indicating that this emission is polar cap patches. DMSP 15 crossed this region as shown by the blue arrow.
The optical emissions were not steady but included anti-sunward propagation. This optical sequence started with a new auroral brightening within the imager FOV at ~8 MLT and ~12:54 UT (Fig. 1Aa , Af, white dashed circle). This can be identified as a PMAF because both wavelengths detected the formation and slight poleward propagation of this structure within the auroral oval. This PMAF also propagated azimuthally away from noon ( Fig. 1Ab , Ag) and was observed in 427.8 nm clearly until it faded after 13:00 UT. In contrast, the 630.0-nm images showed this emission to propagate further poleward and azimuthally. When DMSP 15 entered AP1's FOV, no discernible 427.8-nm emission was detected over a large portion of this structure as seen in 630.0 nm (Fig. 1Ad , Ai). Thus, this optical sequence can be interpreted as the PMAF evolving to a polar cap airglow patch that propagated mainly along the auroral poleward boundary without detaching from it. This 630.0-nm luminosity is not due to low-energy precipitation but high-density plasma, because, as shown by the DMSP data in Fig. 2c , e, a distinct plasma density enhancement was seen without substantial electron precipitation.
The left column of Fig. 2 displays, from top to bottom, the optical luminosity along the satellite's track (both the original and after background subtraction), and the density, velocity, electron energy flux and ion energy flux measured by DMSP 15 around the time of the conjunction with AP1 for the June 10, 2008 case. The luminosity of the ASI images along the track of DMSP 15 has a large background that varies along the track (Fig. 2a) . Thus, to focus on the propagating PMAFs and airglow patches, we subtracted a background defined as the average luminosity at each pixel during the 2-h period prior to the satellite measurement at that pixel location (dashed line). Although background optical emission is large in this case, the background-subtracted data in Fig. 2b shows two enhanced luminosity regions, although the second peak is not clearly seen in Fig. 1Ae snapshot. The poleward boundary of electron precipitation in Fig. 2e is seen at ~1300:50 UT based on a sharp drop of electron fluxes at several hundred eV, and this latitude (~−78°) is consistent with the 427.8-nm boundary location shown in Fig. 1A . The luminosity enhancement at ~1300:50 to 1302:10 UT is not associated with significant electron precipitation but coincides with an electron density enhancement in Fig. 2c . This indicates that the red emission intensity enhancement within the polar cap region just poleward of the auroral oval corresponds to airglow patches.
Interestingly, the horizontal cross-track plasma velocity (Fig. 2d, positive sunward) showed remarkable antisunward flow bursts localized around the peaks of the enhanced density (~600 km width along the track). Since DMSP 15 passed over the optical airglow patch at ~1300:50 to 1302:10 UT almost perpendicular to the azimuthal patch propagation direction, measured velocities are approximately along the propagation direction. The maximum anti-sunward velocity reached ~2800 m/s, and this is almost an order of magnitude larger than the large-scale background flow seen deep in the polar cap later in this time interval (~300 m/s). At the same time, fast sunward flows (>1000 m/s) are also identified at 1300:50, 1301:47 and 1302:55 UT. Although these sunward flows are much more localized than anti-sunward fast flows, they and the large anti-sunward flows around indicate the large flow shears in this flow pattern. The density-flow channel relation is also seen within two more polar cap density enhancements with smaller magnitudes (1302:30 and 1303:00 UT), both of which were associated with anti-sunward flow bursts. Although those smaller density enhancements were not resolved by the ASI possibly due to their weaker airglow emissions and the limited imager spatial resolution, the optical sequence of the azimuthal motion of the detectable airglow patch suggests that the enhanced density and flow bursts are spatial structures moving anti-sunward rather than temporal variations.
Second case: April 15, 2008
Similar to the previous case, much of the 630.0-nm emission of the April 15, 2008 (Fig. 1B) case is found at ~−75° to 80° MLAT. Here, because the contamination in the eastern region of 427.8-nm emission is too strong compared to the western region, in which PMAFs and airglow patches are active, we subtracted the quiet background for each snapshot in Fig. 1Bf -Bj to make the western region of 427.8-nm emission clearer. Similarly, as Fig. 1Af -Aj, the magenta lines in Fig. 1Bf -Bj also indicate dayside auroral oval boundary based on the 427.8-nm emissions. Since no 427.8-nm emission was found above these lines, the 630.0-nm emission poleward of this can be identified as airglow emission. There are more than one auroral/airglow structures moving azimuthally and poleward. Two of those are marked by the white and green dashed circles. In both red (Fig. 1Ba) and blue ( Fig. 1Bf ) emission snapshots, a brightening structure with poleward and azimuthal motion, highlighted by white dashed circles, is identified at ~1138 UT at 7.5 MLT in both red and blue wavelengths, indicating that initially this is a PMAF in the dayside auroral oval. This PMAF shows a large azimuthal propagation in addition to poleward propagation and then evolves into a polar cap airglow patch, since there is no enhanced intensity inside the white dashed circle in subsequent blue emission snapshots in Fig. 1Bg -Bj. Another PMAF is first identified in both red and blue emission snapshots (Fig. 1Bc, 1Bh , highlighted in green) at 8.2 MLT and ~1205 UT. Then this structure moved anti-sunward by ~1 MLT and then its 427.8 nm signature disappears (Fig. 1Bd, i ), indicating the PMAF had evolved into an airglow patch. These events indicate that PMAFs can occur quite far away from noon and involve substantial azimuthal motion before connecting to polar cap patches.
DMSP 15 crossed these two airglow patches at ~1220 UT (green dashed circle) and ~1221 UT (white dashed circle). Much of the luminosity enhancements in Fig. 2h are poleward of the electron precipitation boundary marked in panel k, confirming that these optical structures are polar cap airglow patches. The first enhancement of optical intensity at 1220 UT shown in Fig. 2g, h indicates the airglow patch that we identified in Fig. 1B by green dashed circles. Figure 2i shows the first density enhancement to be rough in association with this airglow patch. Within this significant enhancement of density, narrow anti-sunward flows (Fig. 2j) are identified. The maximum velocity of anti-sunward flow is ~2800 m/s, which is much faster than the large-scale background velocity of ~500 m/s that can be seen toward the end of this time interval. There is also a fast sunward flow (>1000 m/s) that is identified at 1219:55 UT near the anti-sunward flow. This indicates a large anti-sunward flow shear in this flow pattern although the sunward flow is much more localized than the anti-sunward flow.
The second enhancement of optical intensity at 1221 UT shown in Fig. 2g , h indicates the airglow patch that we identified in Fig. 1B by white dashed circles. DMSP 15 crosses this airglow patch at ~5.8 MLT, which is slightly out of our criterion for MLT of conjunction (6-18 MLT), and thus, this airglow patch is not included in our conjunction database, even though it evolved similarly to the first PMAF and patch, and was later measured by DMSP adjacent to the first airglow patch. The density of this airglow patch (Fig. 2i) reaches ~6100 #/cm 3 , which is much larger than the background density after this density enhancement (~1000 #/cm 3 ). At the same time, a narrow anti-sunward flow with similar size to that of the airglow patch is identified. The maximum velocity of this flow is ~2600 m/s, which is much faster than the background anti-sunward flow (~600 m/s in this case). The satellite track is almost perpendicular to the patch propagation direction, and thus, the cross-track velocity detects the major component of the flow channel. This indicates that this flow channel structure is collocated with the airglow patch.
Third case: June 29, 2008
In previous two cases, dayside airglow patches are found to be associated with localized fast anti-sunward flows. To show that the fast flows are associated with the airglow patches, we here show a case during a quiet time without airglow patches (June 29, 2008) . The 630.0-nm emission is confined to ~−75° to 80° MLAT, and unlike in the previous two cases, no substantial 630.0-nm emission is found poleward of the 427.8-nm emission, at least within the meridians where the 427.8-nm poleward boundary can be seen. DMSP 15 crossed the FOV of red emission images from 1451 UT to 1454 UT. During the conjunction period, the luminosity along the trajectory of DMSP 15 is much less than in the previous two cases (Fig. 2m) . Correspondingly, Fig. 2o shows ~1000 #/cm 3 plasma density without significant enhancements. At the same time, the velocity of the antisunward flow pattern in this case is ~600 m/s throughout the conjunction period in the polar cap (except for shortlasting disturbances with a peak velocity of ~1000 m/s). Such slower and wider flow is generally known as largescale two-cell convection, which is relatively steady and uniform during the quiet condition of polar cap.
Statistical analysis
We identified 50 conjunctions between polar cap airglow patches and DMSP satellites. In these cases, we compared the 427.8-nm poleward boundary and DMSP precipitation boundary. At least along the satellite trajectories, those boundaries agree with each other better than the 630.0 nm boundary. Based on those identified boundaries, PMAFs are observed to propagate inside the auroral oval and then evolve to airglow patches in the polar cap.
From the identified 50 conjunctions between airglow patches and DMSP satellites, mesoscale flow enhancements in the vicinity of airglow patches were found in 45 cases. The flow enhancements were defined as enhancements with a peak at least 500 m/s larger than the flows in the surrounding region and a flow channel width less than 1000 km, which is typical size of background polar cap convection pattern. We used these 45 cases to obtain statistical properties of polar cap airglow patches and related fast flows. The airglow patches for the 5 cases without localized fast flows were nearly stationary at the conjunction times, consistent with the lack of fast flows. It is possible that these few patches were carried into the polar cap by fast flows that dissipated prior to the satellite conjunction; however, this possibility cannot be tested with the present data set.
Quantifying patch and flow channel properties
To quantitatively characterize the 45 cases we found, we determined density and flow structures by calculating the maximum magnitude and widths around conjunction periods. Figure 3a , b illustrate how those calculations were performed. The vertical lines in Fig. 3a indicate the time period of the conjunction of the optical patch identified in Fig. 1Be . The density and velocity maxima within this time period are identified by the red dots. We only consider the conjunction time periods to avoid including density enhancements associated with other patches that cannot be seen clearly in the images due possibly to their weaker airglow emissions and imager spatial resolution. The minimum density and anti-sunward velocity magnitude are identified during the interval from 2 min before to 2 min after the conjunction period. Those values are drawn as blue horizontal lines in Fig. 3a, b . We consider these minimum values as background density and velocity. The red lines mark (A max − A min )/e + A min , where A denotes the density and velocity magnitude and e is the Euler's number (see below the choice of this value). While the red lines cross the data points more than twice, we use the distance between the first and last crossing points during the conjunction period as in Fig. 3a and define this distance as the width of density. Similarly, we use the distance between the first and last points within the interval from 2 min before to 2 min after the conjunction period and define this distance as the width of the anti-sunward velocity enhancement. The 2-min-longer window is used to ensure that flow enhancements wider than the density enhancements can be identified appropriately. If no flow channel exists, the width will be the size of the whole time window (a few thousand km)
Our choice of e results from a trial of several different values. Our width definition somewhat differs from that by Coley and Heelis (1995) , who identified density widths as two edges in which the plasma density is enhanced above 40 % in 140 km, and the overall enhancement is larger than 100 % above the background. When a density enhancement only has a single peak, we checked that the edges obtained by our method and Coley and Heelis's method give essentially the same result. However, in cases where the enhanced density has multiple peaks, multiple sharp slopes meet their criteria, and hence, it becomes difficult to uniquely define density widths. Thus, our method can quantitatively find two edges that characterize density enhancements, and we confirmed the calculated widths by comparing to optical patch sizes from the AGO image data.
IMF By and Bz dependence
To find IMF conditions during our events, we took the median value of the OMNI 1-min resolution IMF data from 20 min before until the time of PMAF occurrence. Here, the 20-min threshold considers the timescale to change the large-scale current system in response to IMF variations (Anderson et al. 2014) . This averaging removes short-lasting fluctuations and gives median IMF conditions that are expected to affect large-scale convection during our events. In this subsection, we removed 3 of the 45 cases because we cannot identify their corresponding PMAF within the FOV of images and another 2 cases without OMNI 1-min resolution IMF data, and thus, we investigated IMF dependence of airglow patches and related fast flows based on 40 cases. While most cases have steady IMF conditions during the 20-min IMF averaging period, three cases have IMF Bz sign changes of more than ±1 nT and thus these cases may involve large changes in background convection. Here, the threshold is based on the earlier study by Drury et al. (2003) . These cases are marked in red when they appear in the panels of Fig. 4 . Figure 4a , b shows the IMF By and Bz dependence of the MLT when patches depart from the poleward boundary of the auroral oval (hereinafter we call it depart-oval MLT). Here, we use |MLT-12| hours as the y-axis value of Fig. 4b , presenting the MLT separation between the patch departures from the poleward boundary of the auroral oval and magnetic noon. Plotted in black are the median and upper and lower quartiles every 1.4 nT. Here, the 1.4-nT number is obtained by splitting the Bz range into four segments, which gives more than three data points in each segment. Despite other limited number of events and the relatively large error bars, the figures give trends of the parameters shown. Figure 4a shows the IMF By dependence of depart-oval MLT. Although the data points in Fig. 4a are scattered, the patches tend to depart to the polar cap on the dawnside when the IMF By is negative and on the duskside when the IMF By is positive. There is also evidence for a trend for patches to depart further toward the dawnside/duskside with increasing magnitude of IMF By. While the IMF By dependence is qualitatively consistent with the tilt of the two-cell convection pattern (e.g., Weimer 2005), the patches are often seen to exit before 9 MLT under large negative IMF By (~−5.0 nT). The patch departures can be found as early as ~6 MLT, which is much farther away from noon than previously studied by Drury et al. (2003) , while the qualitative trend is consistent with their study. Since the throat of two-cell convection is not generally expected at such MLT, the patch motion likely involves substantial azimuthal propagation from initial PMAF locations closer to noon to the patch departure location.
The data points in Fig. 4b , which shows the IMF Bz dependence of depart-oval MLT, are much more scattered than those in Fig. 4a , and no depart-oval MLT dependence on IMF Bz is discernible. angle is the angle between GSM north and the projection of the IMF vector onto the GSM y-z plane and is determined as the arctangent of By/Bz. In these figures, clock angles are from 0° to 180° clockwise from top to bottom. Figure 5a shows that most maximum densities of airglow patches are relatively small for small ratio of IMF |Bz| and |By|. Although the flow channel widths shown in Fig. 5c do not show a clear trend, since all measured widths are less than 1000 km (~300 km on average), these are all localized flow channels rather than larger-scale convection, which would extend over a few 1000 km. Interestingly, a notable IMF By effect is shown in Fig. 5d , where fast flows of >~1500 m/s are predominantly seen during large |By| and small |Bz|. Under a large IMF By condition, it has been observed that mesoscale flows in the cusp region propagate poleward, and this has been suggested to be due to large tension force in dayside reconnection under large IMF |By| (Sandholt et al. 2004; Lockwood et al. 2005; Rinne et al. 2010; Zhang et al. 2011 Zhang et al. , 2013b . Combining with our observation, these mesoscale flows may move far away from the noon meridian and then propagate into the polar cap. The bias toward negative By is due to the conjunctions (DMSP within ASI FOV) occurring preferentially at pre-noon MLT. The average flow speed is ~1100 m/s.
IMF clock angle dependence

Conclusion
To understand the propagation relations between, and characteristics of, dayside polar cap patches and related flow structures, we traced airglow patches and a b c d We showed that polar cap patches are often (45 out of 60 events) collocated with longitudinally narrow flow enhancements. Flow velocities over the patches are substantially larger than in the surrounding regions that would represent large-scale background convection, and the flow channel widths are comparable to the enhanced density widths. We thus conclude that dayside polar cap patches are associated with localized polar cap flow enhancements rather than patches being carried by large-scale convection. Since the patches emanated from PMAFs within the dayside auroral oval, we suggest that the flow channels may originate in the dayside auroral oval and propagate into the polar cap. Dayside reconnection could be a trigger of the fast flows that bring enhanced density from the dayside auroral oval to the polar cap by maintaining the flow channel characteristics over substantial distances. Furthermore, the dayside flow channels could be the source of those measured in the nightside polar cap.
We also found that many PMAFs move azimuthally away from noon over a few hours of MLT and then leave polar cap patches behind just poleward of the auroral oval. The departure into the polar cap can be found as early as 6 MLT. These patches away from noon tend to be measured when the IMF By is large. Thus, we also investigated the IMF clock angle dependence of properties of the airglow patches and related fast flows. The flow channel speeds average 1100 m/s over the observed patches, and the average width is 300 km. More broad density enhancements and flow channels (>~500 km) occur during southward Bz. It is also interesting that large enhancement of density (>~30,000 #/cm 3 ) are By dominated. Fast flows of >~1500 m/s are predominantly seen during large IMF −By and small |Bz|, consistent with enhanced thermospheric cusp heating with increasing |By| (Carlson 2012) , and the flow speed decreases with increasing −Bz.
The −By preference is consistent with the duskside convection cell extending toward dawn and giving a higher possibility of a flow channels being seen on the dawnside FOV. It is known that for large, negative By, the boundary between dawn and dusk convection cells is shifted toward dawn in the southern hemisphere (Reiff and Burch 1985; Lyons et al. 1996) and toward dusk in the northern hemisphere (Weimer 2005) . Additionally, the previous case studies have shown the IMF By-related formation of polar cap patches (Lockwood et al. 2005; Zhang et al. 2011 Zhang et al. , 2013b . In our study, we statistically showed that the departing points of these patches from the poleward boundary of auroral oval are associated with IMF By, and moreover, the airglow patches that depart at <9 MLT are with strong negative By. Thus, our observations suggest that patches and flow channels with high flow speeds are guided by the asymmetric By flow pattern, bringing them toward dawn in the southern hemisphere.
